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Overview 
The objective of the Gimmal Session at the Auto-Categorization Showcase was to demonstrate how auto 

categorization and classification solutions can be integrated into records management using Gimmal 

Records Management (GRM). 

GRM is certified against NARA’s Universal ERM requirements developed based on the M-12-18 directive 

and is available on the GSA Imaging and Document Solutions, Federal Supply Class Schedule 36 which 

has been setup specifically to support the procurement of qualified records management solutions. 

Gimmal also provides a DoD 5015.2 Certified records management extension if required. 

GRM manages the complete lifecycle of records and information while ensuring compliance. As part of 

the presentation a discussion took place regarding the information lifecycle and participants provided 

examples on how content and records were managed within their environments. 

 

 

The key aspect that was discussed was the point in the lifecycle that metadata is captured and policy 

applied. It was agreed that any requirements on end users to provide metadata must be done in a way 

that it fits seamlessly into their day-to-day activities and it must be limited in scope. It is also critical that 

apply policy such as a retention schedule must happen automatically based on information about the 

content such as the metadata, location, events, dates or other properties. This discussion provided the 

lead into the demonstration which highlighted using auto categorization and minimal interactions with 

end users to capture information about content as early as possible in the information lifecycle.  

 



GRM provides a single view of content and records across the enterprise which allows agencies and 

organizations to manage, monitor, and track records and working documents “in place” in a variety of 

repositories. The dashboard view was used to discuss the importance of metadata in relation to 

automating the classification of content and records for proper management.  

 

 

An example end user experience was demonstrated using both Shared Drives and SharePoint. In the 

example using Shared Drives a user simply produced a document and stored it on a Shared Drive. Auto 

Categorization was used based on the limited metadata that was available to apply a retention policy to 

the content. The user wasn’t prompted for any metadata as the policy was based on the location that 

the content was stored. This approach may be effective based on the requirements of the organization. 

It was shown how that content can automatically become an official record based on location and 

managed directly on the Shared Drive using GRM.  

The second example utilized SharePoint and leverage GRM Governance Components. GRM Governance 

in this case was shown via “tiles” on the screen where a user simply drags and drops a document.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In this example, the user dragged the document to the Employee Files area in the Human Resources site. 

 

The user was then prompted to provide the Employee Number. 

 

The information provided by the user plus the richer set of metadata provided by GRM Governance and 

out-of-the-box SharePoint allowed for a better-defined policy to be applied to the content and in this 

case be declared a record and put under records management control through the autocategorization 

process.  

 

 



In the final example, an HR file was dragged into the SharePoint site but in this case the site had 

advanced auto categorization software in place that enhanced the metadata to include information 

found in the content including Education and Skill information on the employee. Enhancing the 

metadata in this way allowed for a more precise records management policy to be applied to the 

content and required no effort or interaction on the part of the user.  

 

Enhancing the metadata through advanced autocategorization software not only allowed for the 
application of more precise policy to the content but also dramatically improved the user’s ability to 
search and find content and records. This was demonstrated through Gimmal’s Enhanced Search 
capabilities that provided the users the ability to incorporate Full Text Search in addition to metadata 
tags and document properties. 
 

 



The record is auto-categorized based on the enhanced metadata tags applied when stored in 

SharePoint. 

 

Summary 
Using autocategorization solutions can dramatically improve the metadata captured as content is 

created and updated. Having solutions in place that are built to leverage this enhanced metadata such 

as Gimmal Records Management solution and off-the-shelf reporting tools can remove much of the 

burden on users that traditional records management solutions required to effectively apply records 

policies or provide content governance.  

The question was posed – How have these technologies supported innovation in records management? 

Part of the impact of autocategorization and autoclassification solutions is the ability to truly provide 

Federated Records Management versus requiring Central Records Management approaches. The ability 

to have richer metadata on each piece of content is one of the key innovations that has allowed Gimmal 

to provide true Federated Records Management. This allows the management of the full lifecycle from 

content creation, to record declaration and retention policy application through disposition without 

having to move the record to a centralized record location. That changes the way records managers 

think about content and records. With this new reality, records managers no longer need to think in 

terms of where records are stored but only what defines a record. Being able to manage “like” records 

regardless of location across an enterprise means that records managers can now have widespread 

adoption of compliant records management policies due to the seamless integration of federated 

solutions such as GRM into the work stream of end users. 


